1. Fréchet has suggested that being given a class ( V ) for which a " voisinage " is defined it should be possible to give a definition of " écart " in this class such that the convergent sequences and their limits remain the same whether limit is defined in terms of voisinage or in terms of the corresponding écart, f He also observes that a result of Hahn:î there exists on every class ( V ) at least one continuous non-constant function, might lead to a proof of equivalence between écart and voisinage. It is the purpose of this paper to supply a proof of the correctness of these suppositions.
2. For each pair A, B of elements of a class (V) there exists a number [A, B] , the voisinage of A and B, which is non-negative, symmetric in A and B, and satisfies the following conditions: For every small positive e there is ne such that for all n = ne, f(\/n) < e. Therefore for n S ne, In fact ai may be supposed to denote the greatest value satisfying the conditions ai Si a/2,f(ay) Si a/2, and is completely independent of the particular Hahn sequence concerned. This fact is of great importance in the sequel. It is evident that the sequences [«"], [r"] are independent of A0. In the following discussion they will be supposed to have been determined once for all. In fact we may suppose *■" = s/n. a result contrary to the assumed inequality (1) above. The number ao being given, choose no so that s"0 < oo and f(sn") < «o«
There is an integer k'0 i= k0 such that if both ki, k2 exceed k'0 then
This is an immediate consequence of the existence of a0. Then for every k > k'o, n > no, Fn(Ak;Bk) =Fn(A;Bk) = 1. This contradicts the preceding inequalities, which hold for every k > k'0. The proof of equivalence of écart and voisinage is complete. Urbana, Ills., September 25, 1916 
